Enviro–Maniac physician guilty of misconduct
and sexual activity with patient, suspended
In 2004, Alan Abelsohn, « a family doctor [ was found ] guilty of professional misconduct over sexual activity with a female patient during psychotherapy sessions in
the mid–1990s » ( Source : Toronto Star, August 6th, 2004. )
« At the heart of her complaint is that during the course of her thirty months of psychotherapy with him, Dr. Abelsohn used bizarre treatments such as “ sexual body
scans ”, that allegedly saw her routinely lie on the floor of his office, hike up her
skirt, and masturbate, re–enactments of anal rape she for a time believed her father
had committed upon her as a child, and sexual “ rewiring ” that allegedly would involve the doctor standing behind her, his fingertips touching her private parts, and
his allegedly erect penis pressing into her. » ( Source : The Globe and Mail, December 3rd, 2003. )
Abelsohn’s license was suspended for twelve months.
In 2002, the enviro–terror–organization Canadian Association of Physicians f or the
Environment ( C.A.P.E. ) proudly announced that Abelson was awarded the « Nicole
Bruinsma Memorial Award ». According to C.A.P.E. ─ « Alan Abelsohn has been a
leader among family physicians concerned with environmental issues for many
years. For nine years, he chaired the Ontario College’s Environment Committee,
guiding it as it became a respected resource and voice for the profession. »
Other recipients of the « Nicole Bruinsma Memorial Award » include Margaret
Sanborn and Catherine Vakil, members of the « Project Team » that authored the
DISGRACEFUL , FALSE, MISLEADING , BIASED , and SUBVERSIVE report concocted by
the enviro–terror–organization Ontario College of Family Physicians ( O.C.F.P. ) as
part of a claim of a « growing body of evidence » against pest control products. What
was not explained in the report is that the « evidence » consisted of some epidemiological studies showing a WEAK ( in most cases, a VERY WEAK ) link between some pest
control products and cancer. The O.C.F.P. report has absolutely NO CREDI BI LI T Y in
the legitimate scientific community, and has been INTERNATIONALLY DISCREDITED .
Abelson was a « peer reviewer » for the O.C.F.P. report.
In conclusion, there is a « growing body of evidence » that some the authors and reviewers of the O.C.F.P. report may be UNETHICAL and UNPROFESSIONAL . ☺
The O.C.F.P. report is now INARGUABLY DISCREDITED .

FORCE OF NATURE was launched for continuous transmission on the Internet on January 1st, 2009. It is a series of e–
newsletters destined for the Green Space Industry, the Environmental Terror Movement, Governments, and the Media, nationwide across Canada, the United States, and overseas. The information presented in Force Of Nature has
been developed for the education and entertainment of the reader by providing a sequence of historical events with
commentary. The Whole Truth From An Independent Perspective !
Force Of Nature is the brainchild of William H. Gathercole and his entourage. Norah G is actually an acronym for the
stable of anonymous producers and writers that contribute to this e–newsletter and have now replaced Mr. Gathercole.
They consist of people from the following industries : Distribution, Fertilizer, Golf, Lawn Care, Manufacturing, Municipal,
Nursery, and Orchard. Many of these people are leaders in their own industries. The opinions expressed in Force Of
Nature, even though from an INDEPENDENT PERSPECTIVE, may not reflect those of everyone in the Green Space Industry. Force Of Nature may sometimes be very irreverent and fearless with these e–newsletters. Although Force Of Nature appears to be Anti Environment Movement, it is, in fact, simply a strong advocate FOR the Modern Green Space
Industry. However, this position has not precluded Force Of Nature from criticizing the Green Space Industry itself.
William H. Gathercole is a principal FOUNDER of the Modern Professional Lawn Care Industry in BOTH Ontario and Quebec. He holds a degree in Horticulture from the UNIVERSITY OF GUELPH, and another pure and applied science degree
from McGILL UNIVERSITY. He has worked in virtually all aspects of the Green Space Industry, including GOLF and PROFESSIONAL LAWN CARE, and has served in public affairs, workplace safety, and environmental compliance. Mr. Gathercole has supervised, consulted, programmed, and/or overseen the execution of HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS of pest control applications in the urban landscape. He has trained, instructed, and consulted with THOUSANDS of turf managers
and technicians. Mr. Gathercole has also been an agricultural agronomist. For many years, Mr. Gathercole was a contributing columnist for TURF & Recreation Magazine, Canada’s Turf and Grounds Maintenance Authority. Mr. Gathercole
is now retired from Force Of Nature, although his name continues to appear as the founder.
Mr. Gathercole followed the evolution of ENVIRONMENTAL TERRORISM for over a quarter century. His involvement in Environmental Issues reached a fevered pitch in the 1990s, when he orchestrated, with his colleagues, legal action against
the Forces of Environmental Evil in the Town of Hudson, Quebec. For FIFTEEN YEARS, the strategies designed and implemented by Mr. Gathercole and his colleagues guaranteed the control of Environmental Terror for the entire Modern
Green Space Industry across Canada. Mr. Gathercole is personally credited for crafting the Golf Industry Exception
Status, that endures to this day. He is also the creator of the signs that are now used for posting after application. His
vast knowledge of our long journey with Environmental issues is UNDENIABLE. (Hopefully !)
Force Of Nature is the instrument of National Organization Responding Against Huje that seek to TERRORIZE, HARM, and
THREATEN the Green Space Industry (NORAHG) by routinely concocting FEARMONGERING, FRAUDULENT LIES, MISCONCEPTIONS, COERCION, THREATS, DECEPTIONS, TERROR, and PARANOID CONSPIRACIES that are designed to SCAM and DECEIVE the
public into believing that families are in some NONEXISTENT danger with conventional pest control products. They also
SCAM and DECEIVE Government Officials into the NEEDLESS, SENSELESS, and MALICIOUS prohibition of FEDERALLY LEGAL,
SCIENTIFICALLY SAFE, TOTALLY IRREPLACEABLE, and ABSOLUTELY INDISPENSABLE conventional pest control products. Enviro
Maniac Activists are identified on the basis of their statements, activities, affiliations, and whereabouts. Even though
each Enviro Maniac Culprit is a misguided adversary, each still deserves our respect. The use of the terms Maniac,
Culprit, Terrorist, or Basterd are not accusations of any legal wrong doing. Force Of Nature is simply holding Enviro–
Maniac–Activists accountable for conspiring to change public policies that TERRORIZE, HARM, and THREATEN the Green
Space Industry. Their pretentious prohibitionist rants has created LOSS OF REVENUES, BUSINESS FAILURES, BANKRUPTCY,
and UNEMPLOYMENT, inflicting DESPAIR and DESTITUTION for THOUSANDS of hapless victims throughout the Green Space
Industry. The DEPRAVED INDIFFERENCE of Maniac Culprit Terrorist Basterds is viewed as a form of TERROR, HARM, and
THREAT against the Green Space Industry. Additionally, Force Of Nature inspires people to believe that ENVIRONMENTAL
TERRORISM can be STOPPED ! The events, characters, companies, and organizations, depicted in this document are not
always fictitious. Any similarity to actual persons, living or dead, may not be coincidental. All document excerpts and
pictures contained in Force Of Nature were found somewhere on the Internet. These documents and pictures are in
the public domain, serving one of the following purposes : archive, education, promotion, publicity, or press release.

